
THE EVIL INCLINATION IN.THE LETTERS OF PAUL 

JOEL MARCUS 
INTRODUCTION 

In a previous study, 1 I traced the reflections in the 
Epistle of James of what rabbinic traditions were to call 
:yt;"ser hara or the "Evil Inclination." The present study 
advances the hypothesis that Paul also makes use of the 
yC3er concept. This concept has its roots in Gen 6:5; 
8:21 and describes the disposition by which hum~n beings 
are "impelled ... to consciously unlawful acts." By Paul's 
time, yeser had become a technical term, and that Pa~l 
knew of it is most clearly demonstrated by Gal 5:16. In 
what follows I will describe the way in which Paul, in 
his undisputed letters, both employs Jewish traditions 
concerning 4he yeser and, in some cases, stands them on 
their head. 

1 THESSALONIANS 

Writing to a church composed of former Gentiles who ar5 
undergoing persecution from their Gentile compatriots, 
Paul reminds them in 1 Thess 4:5 of the will of God. This 
is that they keep away from porneia, "unchastity," each 
one keeping his own "vessel" (= wife? body?) in holiness 
and honour, "not in the passion of desire (en pathei 
epithymia ·) like the Gentiles who do not know God." 
Although6 epi th¥!'1i_a is not always a tran?lation for yeser 
in Paul, It lS so in the present case. The linkage of 
the yeser with illicit sexual activity, a linkage which8 Paul utilizes here, goes all the way back to Genesis 6, 
and forms a trajectory which continues in the Qumran 

9 literature and in the Testaments of0the Twelve Patriarchs, 
as well as in rabbinic traditions. 

Paul asserts that it is characteristic of Gentiles that 
they act "in the passion of desire",(cf.Eph.4:17-18). Here 
he is following the lead of Jewish traditions such as IQS 
5:5, which speaks of "circumcising the foreskin of the 
yeser" in order to lay a foundation of truth for Israel. 
This phrase seems to imply that the yeser in its natural 
state is uncircumcised, a suspicion borne out by 1 ~ukkah 52a, where one of its names is "uncircumcised." 
GALATI ANS 
The association of the yeser with Gentiles leads naturally 
into a consideration of Galatians. If the Gentile world is 
characterized by abandonment to the yeser, a logical 
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inference might be that the person who desires to 
follow God rather than the Evil Inclination must separate 
himself from Gentiles. That inference was apparently 
drawn by Paul's Galatian opponents, a group of Jewish
Christian missio9~ries whom J. Louis Martyn designates 
"the Teachers." A stance similar to that of the 
Teachers is reflected in CD 19:20-23: 

Each llBll did what was good in his eyes, and each one chose the 
stubbornness of his heart, and they kept not thanselves fran the 
people and its sin but lived in license deliberately, walking 
in the ways of the wicked; of \\harl God said, "Their wine is the 
poison of serpents and the head of asps is cruel" (Deut 32.33) 
The serpentq

3
are the ki.ng3 of the peoples and their wine is 

their ways. 

At Qumran, the "stubbornness of his heart" (sryrwt lbw) 14 

is synonymous with "the thought of his ~," as IQS 
5:4-5 shows; hence it is the yeser which causes a person 
to associate with Gentiles. 

The Teachers' yeser doctrine is probably behind Paul's 
polemic in Gal 5:16: "Walk in the Spirit, and you will 
not fulfill the desire of the flesh ( epi thymian sarkos) . " 
Epithymia sarkos is a trans~~tion of the Hebrew term 
found in 10H 10:23, ysr bsr. Like Paul, the Jewish
Christian Teachers may have asserted_that17walking in 
the Spirit" was potent against the yes er. They, however, 
would have connected "walking in the Spirit" and the 
consequeny8defeat of the yeser with conversion to the law 
of Moses. The Torah, for them would be the antidote to 
the yeser, as alread~9 in Sirach 21 :11 and commonly in 
rabbinic traditions. Paul, however, discerns an antinomy 
between being"led by the spirit" and being "under the 
Law" (Gal 5:18); for him the Spirit alon~0 sundered from 
the Torah, is the antidote to the yeser. 

In Gal 5:17, Paul goes on~~ describe the battle between 
they~ and the Spirit, and in 5:19-21 he lists some 
of the evil works to which the yeser impells human beings?2 

Then, in 5: 24, he unveils his solution to the "yes er 
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problem"; those who are "of Christ" h~~e crucified the 
flesh with its passions and desires. This verse 
alludes to the destruction of the y~er, an event 
contempla~~d in rabbinic traditions such as t~~t of 
Sukka 52b and probably already in 1QH 6:32. In 
contrast to his Jewish background, however, Paul 
believes that the destruction of the yeser is accom
plished, not by study and observance of th~6 Law, but 
by participation in the crucified Messiah. 

Gal 5:16ff. is tbe most explicit yeser passage in the 
letter, but the yeser lurks in the background in other 
passages, such as 4:21-31, which is probably based on 
a midrash by the T27chers concerning Sarah and Hagar, 
Isaac and Ishmael. For the Teachers, the statement in 
4:23,29 that Ishmael was born kata sarka, "according to 
the flesh," would have implied that he, the ancestor of 
the Ge~~iles, was conceived at the instigation of the 
yeser. Having his origin in the yeser, Ishmael, and 
his descendants after2~im, would live out their lives in 
slavery to the yeser. On the other hand, Isaac, the 
ancestor of the Jews, was born, not according to the 
yeser, but according to the Spirit; and his descendants 
live out their lives in that glorious freedom from the 
Evil Inclination which is one of the greatest gifts of 
God's Law. 

Paul, as might be expected, turns the Teachers midrash 
on its head. For him the Sinai covenant leads, not to 
freedom from the yeser, but to enslavement to it; Paul 
establishes this point by demonstrat~gg that Mount 
Sinai is in Hagar-Ishmael territory. 

Paul is probably also arguing against the Teachers in 
Gal 3:3, where the subject is perfection. CD 2:15-16 
suggests that, at Qumran, "walking in perfection" and 
"not ~1ing drawn by the yeser" are synonymous express
ions. Thus Gal 3:3 is a warning to the Galatians that, 
although they had made a good start in their assault on 
the yeser, by means of the only weapon which is effective 
against it, the Spirit, they are now in danger of relying 
on the very realm from which it arises, the flesh, in 
their attempt to finish it off. The Teachers would have 
agreed that relying on the flesh in order to defeat the 
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yeser is a no-win strategy; but they would never have 
concurred with Paul in placing "works of the Law" in 
the realm of the flesh (3:2-3). 

Finally, a concern with the yeser can be seen in 
Gal 5: 13, which might be paraphrased, "Don't let the 
inclination of the flesh use your freedom to create 
to itself," and in 6:7-8, which associates the flesh 
with peris~~bility. The latter is a characteristic of 
the y~ser, and 6:7-8a might therefore be rehdered, 
"Do not be deceived by the yeser; for the person who 
follows its pull will reap the destruction which is 
its mark." 
1 and 2 Corinthians 

Y~ser speculation provides the background for many 
'of Paul's statements in the Corinthian correspondence. 
The first canonical letter in that correspondence, it 
should be recalled, is addressed to a church, some of 
whose members see themselves as already "risen in 
Christ," made participants in heavenly §~osis, and 
thus released from earthly constraints. To counter 
this gnostic libertinism, Paul draws on Jewish para
enetic traditions which at times mention the y~ser. 

One example of a reference to the yeser is 1 Cor 
7:37, where the person whose passions do not overwhelm 
him is referred to as one who has control over tou 
idiou ~hel'G'matos, "his own will." At Qumran, ~ne's 

"own will" is synonymous with "one's yeser," and 
rasSn, the Hebrew word used there3~or "will," is often 
translated as thelema in the LXX. Furthermore, there 
is probably a reference to the yeser in John 1:13,

36 ek thelematos sarkos "from the will of the flesh." 
The combined force of these arguments is to suggest 
that the person of 1 Cor 7:37 is one who has his yeser

37 (especially as it affects his sexuality) under control. 
By its opposition to God's will, the y~ser makes 

itself into a stronghold of opposition to the knowledge 
of God. Two passages from the Dead Sea Scrolls connect 
"stronghold" imagery with the y~ser. In 1QH7:16-17, the 
hymnist thanks God that, although "you know the (evil) 
inclination of your servant," yet "there do not belong 
to me the strongholds of flesh (mhsy bsr)," and in 
1QH 10:23 he thanks God that "you have not made the 
inclination of flesh (ysr bsr) t0 be my stronghold (mhsy 
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bsr)," and in 1QH 10:23 he thanks God that "you have 
not made the inclin~~ion of flesh(ysr bsr)to be my 
stronghold (m wz)." "Stronghold" imagery, in conjunct
ion with "flesh" words, recurs in 2 Cor 10:2-5. In this 
passage Paul is probably countering the arguments of the 
Corinthian "super-apostles." These "super-apostles," 
according to D. Georgi, were charismatic Jewish-Christian 
missionaries who claimed to unlock the mysteries of the 
scriptures by means of allegorical interpretation, and 
who turned the Corinthians against Paul by poin~~ng to 
his inability to compete with them in exegesis. Paul 
retorts that the "super-apostles'" arguments are actually 
strongholds of rebellion against God. 

These "strongholds" (ochyromat<:5h, v 4), which Paul 
destroys by using God's non-fleshly weapons, are identi
fied as logismous, "reasonings," and "every high thing 
which exalts itself against the knowledge of God." Here 
it should be recalled that, from the beginning 145he 
yeser is connected with the life of the mind. 2 Cor 
10:2-5 thus implies that a person tries to shape for 
himself a secure world by means of his thought (that is, 
by the yeser), but only ends up battling against God by 
that which he shapes. God's counter attack, however, 
sweeps away the resistant inclination, and takes captive 
(aichmalotizontes) every thought into the obedience of 
Christ. It should be noted that the same verb, 
aichmalotizein, 4~s used in Rom 7:23 do describe the 
yeser's action. A person is thus confronted with one 
of two captivities: captivity to the yeser or captivity 
to Christ. 

Other possible references to the yeser in the 
Corinthian correspondence can be dealt with more briefly. 
The "old leaven," the "leaven of evil and wickedness," 
in which the Corinthians should not feast (1 Cor 5:8), 
may well be the ~~ser, which in rabbinic traditions is 
termed "leaven." The disobedience of the wilderness 
generation, to which Paul alludes in 1 Cor430:5-13, is 
related in Jewish literature to the yeser. Furthermore, 
the words epithymetas and epethymesan in 1 Cor 10:16 
are part of a word-group which we have demonstrated to 
be associated with the yeser; and the first two sins 
enumerated in vv 7-10, idolatry and unchastity, are 
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those most commonly linked with the Evil Inclination~4 
Finally, the "spirit of the wo45d 11 in 1 Cor 2: 12 may 
be a paraphrase for the y~ser. 
ROMANS 

Writing to a church situated at the heart of the 
Empire and made up of both Jewish Christians and Gentile 
Christians, Paul angles for support for his future 
missionary plans and musters arguments he expects to 
use on his 4gnticipated trip to the mother church in 
Jerusalem. The latter church, as well as the Jewish 
component in the Roman church, must have been particu
larly in his mind as he penned Romans 1:18ff., which 
utilizes Jewish polemic against the depravity of the 
pagan world. 

This great apocalypse of God's wrath seems to be 
loosely based on Wis. 13-15; especially important is 
Wis 14: 12, "For the idea of making idols was the beginn
ing of fornication, and the invention of them was the 
corruption of life." Paul, however, introduces as a 
linkage point between idolatry and fornication (and 
other forms of sin) the "desires of their hearts"( 1 :24), 
"dishonorable passions" ( 1 :26), "a worthless mind" 
(1:28) - in a word, the~- The dynamic of vv 21-30 
may be summed up: human beings choose their own inclin
ation rather than God's will; then God gives them up 
to that which they have chosen. This same story is told 
three times (vv21-24, 25-27, 28-30). 

The first narrative, vv 21-24, reveals a complex 
interrelation between human autonomy, epistemology, and 
sexuality. The human refusal to honer God leads to a 
clouding of the perception ("their hearts were darkened") 
and to idolatry, both of which have strong ~yiks with 
Jewish yeser traditions. As noted earlier, the yeser 
is associated with thought from4gen 6:5 on, and "the 
heart" can be a synonym for it. Furthermore, many49 Jewish traditions associate the yeser with idolatry. 
One such passage of particular importance is 1QH 4:~3-15: 
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The source of the hypocrites' schemes can be identified 
as Belial; but it can also be traced to their double
heartedness (e

5
8eing ruled by both the Good and Evil 

Inclinations), to the "root of bitter fruits" (= the 
yeser) ,

5
yo their "stubbornness of heart" (= the yeser 

again), and to their idolatry, the fact that they set 
before thei5 2faces that which causes sin(= the idol of 
the yeser). 

· Since the yeser is an idol, however, the concrete 
acts of idolatry to which Paul refers in Rom 1:21-24 are 
derivative of the primary idolatry of putting the yeser 
at the centre of one's being. As a result of a

5
§erson's 

choosing this idol, illusion invades his life and 
thence impels him into concrete actions of self-destruct
ion, particularly of a sexual nature. The fantasy of the 
yeser ·does not remaig4merely a fantasy. but becomes an 
enslaving actuality. God gives people up en tais 
epithymiais t~n kardiOn auton, "in the desires"""Of5geir 
hearts" (v 24); here we encounter epithymia again. 

Basic~l~y the same story is repeated in Rom 1:25-27 
and 1 : 28-30. "People refuse to worship God, or to have 
knowledge of him (vv 25,28a); therefore God gives them up 
eis path~ atimias, "to dishonorable passions" (v 26) or 
~is adokimgg ~· "to a worthless mind" (v 28), i.e. to 
;he yeser. The actions which result include not only 

sexual sins but the whole gamut of human evil (vv 29-31); 
the yeser twists creation out of shape, turning that which 
is natural (physiken~ 7 into that which is contrary to nature 
(para physin, v 26). 

58 So far, as J. Louis Martyn notes, Paul has been 
preaching a sermon which could be expected to warm the 
hearts of some of the Jewish Christians in Rome (= the 

"weak" of chaps. 14-15?). They have heard a scathing denunc
iation of the typical sins to which the yeser impels the 
Gentile world. Rom 2: 1 continues, Therefore you are without 
excuse, 0 man, whoever .... " The expected conclusion to the 
sentence would be, "whoever does such things." Paul, however, 
turns the tables and instead denounces "whoever judges." 
~he judge of 2:1ff. can be identified with the Jewish 
Christian in 2:17 who relies upon the Law, then Paul's 
message is clear: the Jewish Christian who judges his Gentile 
brother on the basis of the Torah is as much under the 
domination of the Evil Inclination as the person whom he 
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condemns. For the judge's sklerotes, "hardness," and 
ametanoetos kardia, 11 impenitent heart" ( 2: 5) , which 
are shown in his overlooking of God's kindness, are 
nothing other than the yeser, by wh~§h he is storing up 
wrath for himself on Judgement Day. 

The relationship between the yeser and the judge's 
standard of judgement, the Torah, is the subject of that 
most convoluted and controversial chapter, Rom 7. Here, 
as previously in Galatians, Paul decisively parts 
company with the Jewish and Jewish Christian view of the 
Torah as the antidote to the yeser. Rather, as 7:5 
testifies, "the pass ions of sins ( = the yes er) , which 
are through the Law, worked in our members to produce 
death." Instead of leading to life by defeating the yeser, 
the Law 50ads to death by giving rise to and stirring 
up yeser. 

How this happens is revealed in Rom 7:7-25. The 
ultimate enemy of mankind is neither the Law nor even 
the yeser, but hamartia, g~in," which is personified and 
viewed as a cosmic power. Sin by itself, however, has 
no base of operations (aphorme) from which to launch an 
attack against human beings; that base, according to Paul 
is provided by he en to le, "the commandment" ( 7: 8) . The 
commandment of the6~aw, which by intention is directed 
against the yeser, instead finds itself exploited by 
sin to produce and aggravate the yeser. Thus sin finds 
entry into the human being in the form of the command
ment-generated inclination; the yeser is he oikousa en 
emoi hamartia, "the sin which dwells in me" ( 7: 17, 20), 
which causes a person to do that which he hates (7:19-~~). 
It is also "the law of sin which dwells in my members" 
and which opposes the Law of God (7:22-23). 

By referring to the yeser as a nomos tes hamartias, 
a "law of sin," and by opposing this "law of sin" to the 
"law of God" and the "law of my mind," Paul is again 
reacting to the Jewish notion of the Torah as the anti
dote to the·yeser. Yes, Paul admits, the Torah is "holy, 
just and good" in God's intention (7:12), and thus it 
is God's Law; furthermore, its goodness can still be 
grasped by the mind. When the Torah encounters the flesh, 
however, it is "weakened" (cf.8:3) and becomes sin's 
Law (7:23), and far from overcoming the yeser, it unwit
tingly participates in the yeser's creation. This 
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analysis continues in Rom 8. Since the Torah, weakened 
by the flesh, is unable to cope with the yeser problem, 
God must send his Son in the likeness of the Evil 
Inclination, so that in the Son's death the yeser may 
be destroyed (8:3). Yet Paul does not entirely distance 
himself from the Jewish understanding of the Torah as 
the antidote to the~. for in 8:2 he speaks of "the 
law of the life-giving Spirit in Christ Jesus" which sets 
one free from "the law of sin and. death" (=the yeser). 
Choosing his words very carefully, he can thus retain 
the idea of the Law as potent against the yeser, because 
he believes that with the coming6gf Christ an antinomy 
has arisen in the Torah itself. 

The yeser puts in several other appearances in 
Romans. In Rom 6:12, the end result (and purpose?) of 
sin's dwelling in human bodies is that people obey tais 
epithymiais, "the desires," of the body; that is, that 
they obey the yeser. The yeser is explicitly mentioned 
in 8:5-7, where Paul speaks of to phronema tes sarkos, 
"the mind of the flesh," which is hostile ~g God and 
does not submit to his Law, indeed cannot. It may also 
be in view in 8:12-13, where the Roman Christians are 
exhorted to put to death the deeds of the body(= the 
deeds to which the yeser impels them?) by the Spirit. 

Finally, Rom 13:14 should be considered: 11 But put 
on (endysasthe)the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no prov
ision for the flesh, to gratify its desires (kai tes 
sarkos pronoian me poieisthe eis epithymias).The ~s 
sarkos pronoia .-:-:-.eis epithyiiiias is equivalent to the 
y~ser, whose association with~. epithymia, and 
thought has often been noted in this study; the answer 
to its prodding is "putting on Christ". Hermas, Mandate 
12.2.4, which probably reflects Jewish paraenetic 
traditions, contains a similar exhortation with a strik
ing difference: in order to resist evil desires, endysai 
ten epithymian tes dikaiosynes, "put on the righteous 
desire," that iS:-the Good Inclination. 

Paul, however, never mentions a good yeser, even 
though that concept apparently existed in his time; and 
Man.12:2:4 suggests that in Rom 13:14 he may have 
deliberately altered a Jewish tradition, which spoke of 
putting69n the good yeser in order to defeat the evil 
yeser. . In Paul's view, however, the solution to the 
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problem of evil cannot be an intrinsic, internalized 
"Good Inclination," but only something which comes to 
the human being from outside - namely, the Spirit. 
CONCLUSION - THE EVIL INCLINATION AND THE GOD OF THIS 

For Paul, the solution to the problem WORLD. 
of evil cannot be a Good Inclination, because evil 
itself is not to such an extent internalized that the 
concept of the yeser can grasp it in its profundity. 
For this reason, Paul6§peaks not only about the yeser 
but also about Satan. Furthermore, the yeser about 
which Paul writes is the yeser basar, the "inclination 
of the flesh," as Gal 5: 16 establishes; and a glance at 
a concordance confirms that Paul speaks explicitly of 
the 11 f15~h" much more frequently than he does of the 
y~ser. This frequency of"flesh" language is evidence 
for the pervasiveness of the apocalyptic framework in 
Paul's thinking, since "flesh"means rfle sphere over 
which the power of Satan holds sway. For Paul, "flesh" 
is a more fundamenr~l category than yeser is. It is a 
personified entity with a mind of its own (Rom 8:6); 
its thought is the yeser (see Rom 13:14), and a person 
who lives under its domination is a person possessed. 
In Paul's thinking, the concept of yeser has undergone 
an apocalyptic transformation. Somewhere along the line, 
he has made a discovery similar to that of the Qumran 
hymnist: 

My heart was terrified because of the evil thoogpt, for it is 
89lial (that is seen) when the inclination of their being 
is revealed. 

When the reality of the apocalyptic warfare becomes 
plain, it is revealed that Satan stands behind and 
exploits the Evil Inclination. 

How has Paul reached the conclusion that the problem 
is bigger than the yeser, that the true adversary is a 
personified, cosmic power of evil? Would Paul as a Phar
isee have already held this belief? While we do not wish 
to deny that Paul, before his conversion to faith in 
Jesus, knew of Satan's existence, it seems probably that, 
as a Pharisee, he would have felt humanity's main 
struggle to be against the Evil Inclination. The extent 
of Satan's re~ponsibility for evil is a secret which 
became manifest to Paul only with the revelation of the 
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meaning of the Cross and the Cl:ristian ·community. 73 The Cospel reveals who 
the enemy is, along with God's triumph over him; which is another way of say

74 ing that, for Paul, Jesus' death and resurrectior. are the apocalyptic event. 
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Teacher's doctrines, but cf already J.C. Beker, Paul the Apostle, Philadelpha 198C, 42-44 

16. D. Flusser. "The Dead Sea Sect and Pre-Padine Christianity" in Aspects of the Dead Sea 
Scr-c lls, (ed. C. Rabin & Y. Yadin ) Jerusalem 1958, 255 

17. 1QH 4:30-33 and 1Q.S 3.6-9 emphasize that "perfection" comes only frcm the Spirit; but as 
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CD 2. 15-16 establishes, "perfectioo" is equi wtlent to "rot being drawn b~ th~ yeser." 
FurthernDre, 1QH 4.31 my be a pur. er. the ffeer concept; !1BI" has no perfection of way 
''unless it be by the Spirit i.r.ich God has created (~)" for him. 

18. er. CD16.4-6 - oo the day on wt.id: a person is ccnvertedto the law of t-'cses, the Angel of 
fbstility dei;ar-ta f'rcm him. The pa.::sage goes oo to £.ay that this is why Abraham circun
cised himself. It is probable that the Teacher. like the DeaoSeG Ccvenar.ters, re@rded 
Abraham as thE £.piritual forefather of all tOOse who overcane th€, yeser, as ~-tyn (op.cit) 
!ll3intains, citing, airong otter texts, tbose just given frcm the' Damasc.t:e Cocunent. 

19. Porter, op.cit. 140f; 127-129 
20. er. 1 Thess 4.8 where, after thE referer:ce to yeser in 4.5, God is pointeely des~ted ;;.,:: 

the giver of the Spirit. 
21. Here the ~ is described in verbal rather than in naninal terms ie instead cf speaking of 

epithurJa sarkos, "the desire cf the nesh", Paul says, he sarx eFithtln.ei, "the· fleet. 
desires". In 1 Peter 2. 11 and Polycarp R'lil 5.3, passages rerriniscent of Gal 5. 17, the 
Spirit's a!'tagonists are sarkikoi efithuniai "nesr.1y desire£" and pasa eEitht.rria, "f!!llery 
desire" resi:ectively (cf. Ger, 6.5) For Paul, then, ~can sta!'d for efithllllia sarkcs etc. 
See ref. to Barnabas 10.9 (N.28) and cc1111er.ts oo "flesh" below. 

22. The. "~·rks of the nesh" are the sort of sins carm:inly attriooted tc.· yeser 
23. The plurality cf "passiooa am cesires" (pathEn:ata kai ecitht,1fiai) probably refers to y~ff 

in the sin@,i:lar. (er "~ inclination cf thEo thct.:;1j.ts" of man's teart: Gen 6. 5 implying a 
plurality of f!!llil yesarim; alsc· the singl.:lar of Ger: 8.21) 

24. Ancr.yrri::o1.1a traoitioo frcrr: the schccl of R. Istrrael (cf Porter cp.cit 128) 
c. "There Ehall be r,c celiverar:ee fer thE· inclinatior: cf guilt; he (Gcd) will trarr:i:-le it unto 

des.true.tier: ar:d the.re shEll be r.o rennant." (I:uJ;or.t-satner-, r"I") 
26. In Gal 6.14 is the wcrld wt.ich has t.eer: crucified rather than the desires, but tte twc ;;.re 

i:rotably ccrnectee in Faul' s irind; cf Titus 2. 12; 2 Qem 17 .2 ~peal--~of kosroikai efi thllmiai 
''wcrldly desires". (cf Ja.s 3.6 for anc.ther i:cssible link) 

27. See C.K. Barrett, "'Ihe AllEE,cry of Abraham, Sarar. ar:d f-B€Pr in the Prg1,;11.er:t of Galatians", 
KSsarer:n Festscr.rift, Recttfertigtmg (ed .:. Friedrict: et alii) T!.lbinger: 1976, 1-16 

28. Ch !-agar's descer.cants as Ger:tiles see Jutil(!!S 16.17-18 citee t:y Ear.rett- (oi:.cit), 9, 
kata sarl<a is prota.bly Fad's shc0rth2r:<l for kata eFithurriar: tes sarkcs, "acccrding to the 
cesire cf the nes11 11 (cf Eam 10.9) Ch l:ein@, ocrr"acccrding tc the flest," see .:cr.r ;.6;9.34; 
and, rrx::re ~ortar:tly, Jcr.n 1.13, ouee ek theleir.otos sarl<cs ... _.egenreth&r: ie frcrn the y?:.ser 
(er.~ as trar,s for ~e! see telOk'; In addition the .:ewish--Oiristia!' I<erygrrata Petm; 
(c AD 200) me-r:tior.i: ten ek eRithur.ias prctl!r: sc- '.l •• ger.esin, "Your first birth wl-.icl: can:€ frcrn 
cesire" (tm Yl, 26.1) With thelema al'!d ef:itht.11.ia bcth authcrs prc·bably react tack to 
Jewish yeser traditior.s. &ich a tradition~ be emboc!ied in the fra!!P"~r:ts cf 1Qf. 9.15-16: 
"~ h1;n01" tern cf huler: (~) be- risrt~, and can nan [tern cf rren] have tJ'lderstar:ding? 
And car: nesr. bcm of the inclinatim [of nes11J be gloriOL:S?"(!lfy trans.) 

29. Ch the yeser as er.slaver, see Tit 3.3, da.;la:cntes E-fithumiais koi nedcr.ais EOil<J..~. 
"servin@, va:rioi.:s desires and plea.si;res" ane 2 Pet 2:.18-19 (ex: i.r.ict see telex N.32) 
The therr.e ccr.tinues in Rat•!:. literature [cf R. Aldba (n. 110-135) ar:d R. Abin (focrth cent) 
in Ger:.rab.22.6] 

30. See geog. rotice in Gal 4.c, a!'d wide spread r:ctioc of Arabs as desC€r:da!'ts of Lis.l-umel: ~ 
20.13 

31. See alsc- 1CS 8. 1-3 
32. The yeser is specifically linked r,;ith ccrrJptior: in rabt-. traditiorz; its destiny is "to 

teccir.e wcnra ar:d rr.aggcts'' (NeC.9b) al'!d c-ther-s refs attributee to !:-imcr: the .:u::t cited in 
!:ctectter (op.cit 249) er alsc- 2Pet 1.4; 2. 18-19) 

33. See D. Georgi, First Corinthians, ~-. 182f 
34. In CD 2.21;3.2-3, 11-12 "the.ir own i:'iil11 (~i.n) or "the ;;ill of his oi.r. si:-irit" (r5i.T, ri.h•) 

clearly desigrate the r.uner: will as divor~frorn and opposed tc. Gcd, ie the yeser. CC 3. 
11-12 parallels this 1101ff. will" to "the stubbcrr.res$ cf i:h€·ir reart",(cf abc..-e as 
syror.ym c•f yeser) 

35. See Fsther 1.8; Ps 29(30); 6,8 ; 39(40).9; 102(103).21; 142(143).10; 14!:(145).19; D3r: 11.16,36 
::;6. See abcve N.2e 
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37. 1he Stoic ideal of at:tarkeia is recalled in 1 C.Or 7 ::rr and had already merged with 
the fesi:r ccr:cei:t in Paul's time (See rr:y "Evil Inclination in Jarr.es" or; fhilo); cf 
alsc· the latter or: yesff as "fire" and IC.Or 7.9. Later rabb. tradition alsc. 
i:reser:ts yeser as fire (cf C.G. M:ntefiore & P.. Loei,;e, A !Gl:tinic Anthclogy, mork 
1974(rpt) p98) 

38. Cf Gal 5.13 and Paul's ~e cf aphorm!, originally der.cting a t:ase of _operatior.s for a 
militar'Y expedition, for "opportur.i ty". 

39. D. Georgi, op.cit.p184f; also his Cie Gesper des Paului:. im Kcrinthbrief (Na.:kircr,ener 
1964) 301-305 

4C. Cf again Gen E .5; thus y&er is eqt.:i.valer.t to the "strcr81olds" ~d "re~cr:ings" (2 Cor 10.4) 
and "high things" (10.5); cf the trans of Ga: e.21 "The imagery of mn's heart is evil f'r·ar: 
ris youth'' (M. 8.lter, Geed and Evil, NYork 1952, 90) 

~1. ~ t€low. 
42. .see, traditior. attriooted to ~ Jose the Potter, a Tanna of the sixth generation, in Gen. 

rab. 34.10; cf also other traditions in t-bntefiore, Loewe, op.cit,300, Schech1er op.cit.262, 
265f 

43. CD 3.4-9 narrates that "the sons of Jacob strayed because of this" ie "inc.lination of !!;uilt" 
(2. 16) ; cf the destruction mentioned 1 C.Or. 10. 5-13) 

44. Ch unchastity, vide supra; on idolat.ry see below. 
45. Ch y~r as spirit, see N.21; on link with "the lo«)rld" see N.26 
46. Ch the sitz im leben of Rarans, see.Pomkamn,Paul 88-96; P.S. Minear, The Obedience of Faith 

l'aperville, 1971, 1-35; The Rarans Detate, ed. K.P. Donfried, Minneapolis 1977. 
47. ~ N.40 
48. Ch the"darkened heart" of Rem 1.21 as yeser cf 4 Ezra's expression "the evil heart" (~ 

rnalisrun cited by Rirter op.cit 146-149); also 10S 5.45 where ''his heart" is synonymous with 
the thought of his yeser. 

49. ~ CD 20.9f where those who have "put idols on their heart" are identified with those who 
have gone "in the stubbornness of the heart". The lc.,.;er, as noted, is synonymous with "in 
the yf!ser!!. Rabb traditions continue the association of the y~er with idolatry; see the 
rerarks attributed to Johanan b. ~i (120-140) and R. Yannai (200-220), respectively ;n b. 
Sabb.105b and y.Ned 9.41b (cited by W.D. ravies, Paul and Rabbinic Juda.ism, NYork 196'1 -
29-30) ~ also G. strecker "Qi the Prcblem of Jewish Christianity" in W. Bauer, 
crthodoxy and Heresy in Earliest Christianity, ET by Fortress Press 1971,262 where he says 
of the Jewish-Christian docunent I<eryrrata Petroi: "It alludes to the polytheistic cult of 
idols(H::m.11.21.4, 11.31.1, etc) which is also characterized by "lust" (epitlunia -~ 
11.26.1; cf 11.11.5, 11.15.1 and 4ff., etc.)" 

50. ~ my "Evil Inclination in Jame.s" n.37 

51. Ch the "root of bitter fruits" cf Heb. 12. 15. The phrase is paralleled with "stubbornness of 
heart" and nay be equivalent to ,,eser; vide supra 

52. The ensuing passage ie 1C'.fl 4.17-19 is s41nificant for the interpretation of Pan 1.21-23. 
Here the hypocrites are charged with having rejected the "vision of knowledge" (cf. Rem 1.21a; 
also 1.25a, 28a); therefore God will jOOge them according to their idols, and they will be 
taken in their thoogl'lts (cf. Rem. 1.21 en tois dialogisnI?is auton). 

53 Cf CD 1. 18 where "those who choose illusion" seem to be linked with those in CD 2 led 
astray by the yeser. 

54. Cf Mt 5.28; Mk 7 .21-23 and pars. 
55. Ch the plurality of desires here see N.23 
56. The phrase eis adok:i.nDn noun reminds u.s that one of the ~tions of the yeser is dokillazein, 

"to testn a hu!Bn being; see Porter (Op.cit. 142) on Sir.27 .5-6. An adckimo.s nous is a mind 
which has been exposed to the testing action and failed. 

57. Paul is u.sing Stoic categories here to describe the yeser 's effect. Rem 1. 32 may be an echo 
of T.Ash 6.2 who declares that tlo«)-faced people (ie ruled by both inclinations) both do evil 
ar_id approve those wh::l do it. M. de Jonge ~ Qiarles (op cit.168), emits these lo«)pds from 
his Greek text ( TestanEnta m ?atr1arc.han.nl , Leiden 1970) as not necessary. , 
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58. Seminar on Rcmans, lhion Theol. Seminary, NYork, Spring 1980. 
59. See again 1Q.S 5. which parallels "the thought of his yeser" with "the stubbornness of his heart" 
60. Paul uses the same word for "passions" (pathE!irBta} as Gal 5.24, identified earlier as a yeser 

passage. For a discussion on the meaning of dia tou narou cf ccmnentaries by Sanday and Headlam 
(ICC, 1922, pp 174f: it "refers to the effect of the law in calling forth and aggravating sin. "} , 
Barrett (Nyork 1957: "eng-erxiered through the law") and A Translator's Handbook on Paul's Letter 
to the Rarans (ed B.M. Newlan & E.A. Nida; Stuttgart 1973, 131); also on dia plus the genitive 
cf BDF 223(2), BAG 179d. -

61. Notice that in Ran 7.11 ha!rartia is used with the verb exapataO ("deceive"}, recalling the story 
in Genesis 3 (see Barrett, op.cit. p144} and associated ha!rartia with the serpent in that story. 
The perscnification of sin in Paul is well-known, causing people to obey the yeser; 
Cf also Justin, First Apology 10 and John 8.44. . 

62 In Ran. 7. 7 Paul StlllS up the law's demmd as ouk epi thl.me.seis, "You shall not covet" and nay here 
direct the demmd agair.st the yeser 

63. In Ran.7.8 Paul uses the phrase "every lust" (pasan epitl'n.Inian} recalling Gen 6.5; cf N.23 
According to Rcmans 1, the yeser appears to exist in humanity fron the beginning; in Ran. 7 it 
appears only to come with the camandment.; similarly Ran 1 appears to llBke it a natter of nan's 
choice while Ran 7 suggests it is saiething that happens to nan. er also the cor:trast in 
e.rrphasis between Gen 6. 5 and 8. 21. Paul's insistence on the involvement of God's "holy, just 
and good law" in the creation of the yeser nay be canpared with Jewish trad. which saw God as 
the author of the jeser (Porter, op.cit. 109, 117) 

64. Cf. 11QPsa 19. 15f (cited by M. Hengel, Judaisn and Hellenism, Philadelphia 1974 177): "Let neither 
grief nor evil inclination (yeser ra)possess my bones." (earliest instance of yeser ra?} 
A rabb. statement speaks of the~ as a "king over the 248 members of nan" (Abet R.Na.t.32a, 
cited by Schechter, op.cit. 260 and I:avies (op.cit Zl), a passage linked with Paul's thought. 

65. "Antinany within the Torah"- phrase borrowed fron J.L. Martyn, Seminar on Probleir.:! in Pauline 
Theology, lhion Theol Seminary, NYork, Fall 1981 The language of Ran 8.3 recalls 6.6 where 
however it is ho palaios heiron anthropos, "our old nan" ;.tic was crucified with Olrist that 
the yeser (= the "body of sin"} might be destroyed. er Jewett (op.cit .. 290-292) asserts that Paul 
speaks of the "body of sin" rather than of "nesh of sin" as in 8.3 because in the former 
passage he is correcting a Gnostic interpretation of baptism. K1!semann (R~ 169) suggests that 
the phrase "the old nan" canes fron Adam-Christ typology and refers to "Adam individualized and 
represented in us." If so, has Paul conflated explanations of evil 's origin found in Gen 3 and 
6.5;8.21 in Ran 8.6 and 6.6? 

66. This verse provides almost a text-book definition of the yl!ser (cf G.F. M:Jore, op.cit} 
67. Ran. 13.14 is more likely a re.-.'Orking of Mm.12.2,4 than the opposite. NB the semitic adjectival 

use of genitive (cf BDF 165) in the phrase ten epithunian tes dikaiosunes. 
68. Tue nine unambiguous refs to "Satan", "the teq>ter" or "the god of this age" are 1Th 2.18;3.5; 

1 C 5.5;7 .5; 1 C 2. 11;4.4;11. 14; 12. 7;R 16.20); cf also 1 C 2.8 ("the rulers of this age" ) and 
1 C 15.24-26; R 8.38 ("principalities arxl powers"} 

69. Over sixty-five uses of the word saric alone 
70. See K.G,Kuhn, "New ~ton Temptation, Sin and Flesh in the NT" (103-104) and W.D. I:avies, 

"Paul and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Flesh and Spirit" (161-162) both in The Scrolls and the NT, 
(2.d. K. Stendhai, NYork, 1957) 

71. See eg Gal.5.17 and ha!rartia in N.61 
72. I:Upon~r, Trans.(rv); see also 1<Jl 4.13-15 and 1Q.S 1.23-24. 
73. I assune that the apoQalyptic framework was oot so central to Paul the Pharisee as it was to 

Paul, the Olristian apostle. er Paul •s use of apoca.1upsis in Gal. 1. 12 to describe his encounter 
with Jesus Olrist. The modified determinisn of the Phars. left rocm only for a modified dualism 
CJ. Kallas, JenlS and the Power of Satan (Philadelphia, 1968 55-57)J 01 their suspicion of 

popular ang-elology and denrnology see J. Bloch , Ch the Apoca1.Yptic in Judaism (JQR1A II 1952) 
128f 

73. er Martyn' s camier.ts in !'Fron Paul to Flannery o' Connor with the Power of Grace" ,katallagete 
(Winter 1981) 13. 
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